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Abstract—We define post-query strategies: these are time
dependent post-query protocols that are being executed in
rounds. We show how existing service discovery protocols,
like Jini, Bluetooth, and SLP fit within this framework. We
propose several new post-query strategies that can be used
for locating a service in an ad-hoc network. These include:
non-adaptive, deterministic, randomized, memoryless, in-
cremental, and greedy. We analyze and evaluate several of
these strategies and present results of our simulations. Our
methodology for evaluating the performance and efficiency
of such service discovery protocols can be useful in the con-
text of ad-hoc networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A network is said to be ad hoc when it is consisting of
set of nodes with wireless network interfaces, it is self or-
ganizing (i.e., its topology is established and maintained
automatically), it is short lived and does not involve rout-
ing across the Internet (i.e., the availability of a network
infrastructure is not required) [8]. Service discovery can
be defined as the problem of locating servers that fulfill
requirements of clients [5]. A service discovery proto-
col is a set of message formats and rules that can be used
by clients to find servers over a network. Most of the
service discovery protocols use a request-reply commu-
nication model. They can, however, be used in several
different ways that we term strategies.

In the context of service discovery in ad hoc networks,
this paper addresses the following important question:
how can the different service discovery strategies be char-
acterized? In particular, how is it possible to obtain
a characterization with respect to tradeoffs between ex-
pected cost and probability that a given client succeeds in
finding a server?

In this paper, we introduce a novel framework which
core is a probabilistic model in which service discov-
ery strategies can be modeled and evaluated in a uniform
manner. We show how strategies for discovering services
in ad hoc network can be represented, analyzed and eval-
uated through simulations in this model.

Service discovery in ad hoc networks is reviewed in
Section II. Our strategy representation model is intro-
duced in Section III. Strategies represented in this mode
are discussed in Section IV. Simulation results are pre-
sented in Section V. We conclude with Section VI.

II. SERVICE DISCOVERY IN AD HOC NETWORKS

Existing standards for dynamic configuration of nodes
(see for example Guttman et al [4]) are inadequate for ad
hoc networks (see Perkins [9]). A natural question posed
by Perkins [8] is: where do services reside? The difficulty
of answering this problem is compounded by the fact that
in addition to the topological changes affecting ad hoc
networks over time, it may not be possible either for ser-
vice discovery to be inserted into a network layer (due
to vertical design obstacles) or for a node to specify the
exact service it wants in a network layer (see Perkins [9]).

Bluetooth is an ad hoc network technology for nodes
that are very close to each other [1]. Bluetooth networks
are called piconets or scatternets. A piconet is a set of two
to seven interconnected Bluetooth devices. A scatternet
is a set of interconnected piconets. Bluetooth defines the
Service Discovery Application Profile [2] for finding ser-
vices over Bluetooth networks. To find a service, a client
sends a ServiceSearchRequest message to every device on
the Bluetooth network, one after the other using unicast.
They each respond with the ServiceSearchResponse mes-
sage, which can be either positive of negative.
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For the purposes of service discovery, Koodli and
Perkins define extensions to ad hoc network routing pro-
tocols [6]. Their extensions together with a routing pro-
tocol can find services and routes to services at the same
time. Service information is available at the same time as
route information. The extensions can be combined with
both proactive and reactive routing protocols. With proac-
tive protocols, service information is included in packets
about the network topology that are exchanged between
routers. With reactive protocols, service discovery uses
the same messages as the one defined for route discovery
with extensions.

In light of the above service discovery protocols for ad
hoc networks, we make the following assumption in the
sequel of this paper: routes to services are discovered be-
fore or at the same time of services.

III. STRATEGY MODEL

A network is modeled as a graph �������
	��� where��������	���	�������	���� is a set of � nodes and �! "�$#%�
is a set of directed links. Whenever �'&�	)(*,+-� , then there
is a communication path between the nodes & and ( and &
can talk to ( . Given a set of nodes � , an ad hoc network is
modeled as a discrete sequence of graphs �/.�	��102	��43�	������ .
At time 5 , �467�!���/6�	��869 , with �16: ;� , modeling the set
of active nodes, and ��6% <�/64#=�/6 , modeling the set
of active links. Whenever �'&�	>(?@+A�:6 , then there is a
communication path between the nodes & and ( and & can
talk to ( at time 5 . This model is similar to the one defined
in [3]. To model the uncertainty in ad hoc networks, we
consider the probability B , with CEDFBGDH� , that there
is a communication path between two given nodes. Let��	���	�������	�I be the I different types of services offered in
the network and let JK�L�*��	��M	�������	�IN� .

Service discovery protocols are abstracted as post-
query protocols, which are time dependent protocols
executed in rounds modeling request-reply interactions
between client and servers on a network. The post-
query model described by Mullender and Vitányi [7] and
Kranakis and Vitányi [10] refers only to traditional net-
works. In this paper, we adapt and extend their post-query
model to the context of ad hoc networks.

At any given time a client wants to locate a service
that has been posted by a server.1 Servers post services
and clients query nodes in order to locate the desired ser-
vices. Post-query protocols are algorithms for posting and
querying services. A client may request services of dif-
ferent types.

Definition 1: A post-query protocol is a pair of func-
tions �POQ	�R/ . OTS*��U$��V/W�XGS�YZU$O[�PY2 is the posting\

Although in the application model we have in mind all nodes are
treated as computationally identical, we will still find it convenient to
use the client/server terminology in order to distinguish between nodes
querying/posting for services, respectively.

protocol, and R]S^�HU_��V/W�XTS^`4U_R[�P`� is the query-
ing protocol.2

Each server Y posts (respectively, client ` queries for) ser-
vices in nodes of the set O[�PY2 (respectively, R[�P`� ) accord-
ing to the following rules. Server Y posts service & to nodea if and only if � a 	b&cd+eO[�PY2 . Similarly, client ` queries
node a for service & if and only if � a 	�&9f+ER[�>Yg . In the
sequel, it will be useful to adopt the following notations.�1h,�>Y2i��� a +j�kSQ�Pl�&[+jJm��b� a 	b&cn+EO[�PY2b�� be the
set of nodes to which services are posted by server Y . LetJnh,� a 	�Yg4�o��&/+;JpS:� a 	b&cf+qO[�>Y2�� be the set of ser-
vices posted to a by server Y and

Jnh,�>Yg8�prs�t V Jnh,� a 	�Y2
the set of all services posted by server Y . We define in a
similar manner the set �fuv�P`� of nodes queried by client` and the sets Jnuw�'xy	�`� (respectively, Jzuv�P`� ) of services
requested by client ` when querying node x (respectively,
nodes of the network).

Several post-query protocols fall under the category of
our model. Here we illustrate with some examples of sim-
ple protocols. A server Y (respectively, client ` ) may not
post (respectively, query) at all, i.e., O[�>Ygn�K{ (respec-
tively, Rn��`�,�!{ ). A server Y (respectively, client ` ) may
post (respectively, query) all its services everywhere, i.e.,O[�PY28�j��#|J (respectively, R[�P`�8�j�}#~J ).

The cost of the posting and querying protocols is the
number of postings and queryings made by all nodes, i.e.,

� �PO/QS�� �� �c� 0 � � h �PY2 � and
� �PR1QS�� �� �)� 0 � � u ��`� � 	 (1)

respectively. The cost of the post-query protocol ��OQ	�R1 is
the sum of the costs of the posting and querying protocols,
i.e.,

� �POQ	�R/:� �� ����� �)� 0 � � � h �>Yg ����� � u ��`� � �� (2)

Definition 2: A client succeeds in finding all services
it wants if every service it wants has been posted by some
server to a node that it queries.
In view of the above notation, J�u,��`� is the set of services
requested by client ` . Therefore, success is assured if for
all services &8+
Jnuw��`� there exists a server Y and a node a
such that � a 	�&9�+eO[�PY2 (i.e., service & has been posted at
node a ) and � a 	�&9,+|O[�>Yg (i.e., client ` requests service &
from node a ).

We extend this model to capture the unknown environ-
ment of an ad hoc network. We modify Definition 1 so
that OQ	�R are random variables.�

In this paper, we use ��� to denote the set of all subsets of a set � .
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Definition 3: A post-query protocol is a pair �POQ	�R/ of
functions. O_S,��U���V/W�X�SvY@U�O[�PY2 is the post-
ing protocol, and R�S:�kU���V4WMXHS8`-U�R[�P`� is the
querying protocol such that O[�PY2 and R[�P`� are random
variables.
The expected cost of the posting and querying protocols
is defined by

�z� Od��S�� �� �9� 0 �n� O[�PY29�>	 and
�n� Rd��S�� �� �)� 0 �n� R[��`�)�)� (3)

respectively, where

�n� O[�PY2)��S�� �� � � 0 &����:� � � �fh,�PY2 � ��&>�)	 and

�z� R[�P`�)��S�� �� �)� 0 &����:� � � � u ��`� � �E&>�>�
The expected cost of the post-query protocol ��OQ	�R1 is the
sum of the expected costs of the posting and querying pro-
tocols, i.e.,

� �POQ	�R/QS�� � ��O/ � � �PR/8� �� ����� �)� 0 � �n� O[�PY2)� � �n� R[��`�)�'��
(4)

As given in Definition 3, we are interested in maximiz-
ing the probability that a given client ` +¡� succeeds in
finding a service. This can be expressed compactly as the
probability

�8� � ¢ Y��P�1uv�P`�¤£|�1h,�>Y2�¥�j{�)�)� (5)

A lower bound on the expected cost
� ��OQ	�R/ can be de-

rived easily as in the main result of [10]. Namely, if we
define the random variables ¦ � as the number of occur-
rences of the node & in an intersection � h,�PY2:£@�fuv��`�
then

� �POQ	�R/|§ 3
�
¨ �
� � 0 �n��© ¦

� � . Protocols matching
this lower bound exist, e.g. based on the projective model
(for more details see [10] and [7]) however this is not very
useful in the unknown environment of ad hoc networks.

Remark 1: In the context of ad hoc networks it is
reasonable to assume that the post and query protocolsO[�PY2ª	�R[�P`��	QY�	�`f�A��	���	�������	�� , are idependent and iden-
tically distributed random variables. A similar remark ap-
plies to the case of post-query strategies which are post-
query protocols executed in rounds, although in the latter
case a post-query protocol at a given round may depend
on the protocol of the previous round.

In general, in the model with I types of services
we are interested in maximizing the probability that a
given client succeeds in obtaining all services, namelyB¤« h � u¬ ��`�®S�� which is defined by

�:� � ¢ &8+
Jml^YZ+
� ( & is available in � u �P`�¤£�� h �>Y2 ) �>�
(6)

The dynamic changes affecting an ad hoc network in-
dicate that a post-query protocol is not by itself sufficient
to locate a service efficiently. For example, during the
execution of a posting (respectively, querying) protocol
nodes may not be available either because they are op-
erating in a non-active mode or in an active mode but at
a different frequency. To overcome this problem we con-
sider post-query strategies. Post-query strategies are post-
query protocols that are executed in a sequence of rounds,
each round consisting of a post-query protocol.

Definition 4: A post-query strategy is a sequence��O 0 	�R 0 ª	�������	g��O°¯�	�R4¯�ª	�������	g��O°±Q	�R4±7 of post-query pro-
tocols executed in ² rounds.
At each round ³ , the nodes of the system first post services
they have available to other nodes of the system according
to the posting protocol O ¯ and then query other nodes of
the system according to a querying protocol R ¯ . Thus,
post-query strategies comprise a sequence of post-query
protocols that adapt to changes in the network. Execution
of the strategy is in ² rounds, so that during each round³LD�² a post-query protocol is executed. Rounds are
necessary in order to adapt to topological changes over
time in an ad hoc network.

For simplicity, from now on and for the rest
of this paper we use the notation �POQ	�R/ to de-
note a post-query strategy consisting of a sequence��O70´	�R10�ª	��PO3�	�R43g�	�������	��PO ± 	�R ±  of post-query proto-
cols. The quantity ² is a parameter indicating an up-
per bound on the number of rounds within which clients
and servers need to terminate execution of their respective
strategies. We can extend the definition in Equation 4 to
define the expected cost of the post-query strategy when
executed in ² rounds as the sum over all the rounds of
the expected costs of its constituent post-query protocols,
namely � ��OQ	�R/QS�� ±� ¯ � 0 � � ��O ¯ 	�R ¯ ª� (7)

In general, a given post-query strategy ��OQ	�R/ is exe-
cuted by node Y ( Y can be wither a client or a server) in at
most ² rounds or until a desired service service is located.
The specific algorithm in detail is as follows.

Algorithm 1—Post-Query Strategy (P,Q) ( Y ):
��� for ³fS��L� to ² or until service is located

(which ever comes first) do��� for all nodes a ,µ � Y posts service & at node a
if and only if � a 	�&9®+~O ¯ �PY2¶ � for all nodes a ,· � Y queries for service ( at node a
if and only if � a 	)(*®+-R ¯ �>Yg

In round ³ , node Y first posts services according to the
posting set O°¯��>Y2 and subsequently queries nodes for ser-
vices according to the query set R1¯��>Yg . Each posting is
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followed by querying. The algorithm terminates either
when it succeeds in finding the desired service or when³iS��j² , which ever comes first.

In the model of Definition 3, we are interested in max-
imizing the probability that in the post-query protocol��OQ	�R/ a given client `¡+"� succeeds in finding a ser-
vice (see Formula 5). In the case of a post-query strategy��OQ	�R/ , we are interested in minimizing the waiting time,
i.e., the time until ` succeeds in finding a service accord-
ing to the post-query startegy ��OQ	�R/ . This is given by the
formula ¸ « h � u�¬ ��`�QS��p¹�¯ � 0 ³���B»º « h�¼ � u¼�¬ �P`��	 (8)

where B º « h�¼ � u�¼�¬ ��`� , is the probability that client ` succeeds
in finding a service at exactly the ³ th round. The maxi-
mum waiting time is the maximum taken over all clients
in order to acquire a service and is given by the formula¸ « h � u�¬ S���½[¾À¿��t V ¸ « h � u¬ ��`��� (9)

IV. STRATEGIES

In this section we introduce the post-to-all, query-to-all
strategy, uniform memoryless strategy, and incremental
post-query strategy.

The post-to-all, query-to-all is a greedy strategy where
all nodes post to all nodes, and all nodes query all nodes
of the network. �fh,�>Y2w�!�fuw�P`�w�"�
	 for all Y�	�`�+~�@�
This strategy is non-adaptive and does not change with
each round.

The ��Áb	�Á º  -post-query protocol works by following the
post-to- Á and query- Á º rule, where Áb	�Á º Do� are positive
integers. In detail, this means the following.

1) Posting: each server posts to a random set of Á
nodes all the services it has to offer.

2) Querying: each client queries a random set of Á º
nodes.

The ��Áb	�Á º  -post-query strategy consists of rounds of uni-
form and memoryless repetition of the �PÁc	�Á º  -post-query
protocol. Analysis of this strategy is given in the ap-
pendix. The expected cost of the post-query protocol is��Á � Á º c� since each server posts to exactly Á nodes and
each client queries exactly Á º nodes.

In such a protocol, it is easy to calculate the wait-
ing time from the probability of success because it obeys
the geometric distribution. Hence, the waiting time until
client ` succeeds in finding all services in this post-query
protocol is equal to �2Â�B�« h � u¬ �P`� .

The incrmental post-query strategy starts by posting
and querying a small number of nodes in the first round
and gradually increase the number of nodes they post to
and query from. The advantage of this is to conserve valu-
able resources in an ad hoc network, e.g. power consump-
tion.

The incrmental post-query strategy �POQ	�R/ is a se-
quence ��O°¯�	�R4¯�ª	b³/�Ã��	��M	�������	�² of post-query protocols
such that �PO°¯´	�R/¯� is defined to be the ��³À	b³´ -post-query
strategy, for all ³"D�² . Two variants of this strategy
are the post-incremental and query-incremental strate-
gies. In the former, only the posting set is incremented,
i.e., �PO ¯ 	�R ¯  is defined to be the �'³À	��g -post-query strat-
egy, for all ³fDq² , while in the latter case, only the query-
ing set is incremented, i.e., ��O ¯ 	�R ¯  is defined to be the�c��	b³´ -post-query strategy, for all ³fD;² .

In all the incremental strategies above, the probability
of success in the ³ -th round is calculated as in the mem-
oryless post-to-all, query-to-all strategy. However, the
waiting times

¸ « h � u¬ ��`� and
¸ « h � u�¬ are calculated by

using the formulas in Identities 8 and 9.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the result of a simulation of a post-to-
all query-to-all strategy. The figure depicts the results of
a number of simulated sequences. For each sequence,
the post-to-all strategy is applied by node 1 until a ser-
vice, randomly chosen at the begining of the sequence, is
found or a maximum number of attempts is reached (set
to ²"�F��C ). Note that a strategy can run forever because
the service queried by node x 0 is not posted by any server
node. The number of nodes is set to �Ä�Ã� · , the number
of services to I[�Ã�gC and ��C�C�C sequences are generated.

The left part of Figure 1 depicts the distribution of suc-
cessful sequences as a function of the number of required
rounds, for four different values of the probability of a
communication path B , i.e. B��ÅC^�Æ��	�C^� � · 	�C^� · and CM��Ç · .
As expected, the probability to succeed within a low num-
ber of rounds increases as the number of communication
paths and reachable nodes increase.

The right part of Figure 1 shows the distribution of all
sequences (either successful or unsuccessful) as a func-
tion of their cost (defined in Equation 1).

Similar results can be obtained as well if we vary the
number of nodes. That is, the probability to succeed
within a low number of steps increases with the number
of nodes because the number of offers increases as well.

The post-to-all query-to-all strategy represents an opti-
mum in terms of maximizing the probability of succeding
within a number of rounds. It is also the most costly in
terms of using network resources. Hence, it will serves as
a reference to compare other strategies.

Figure 2 shows the result of a simulation of the ��Áb	�Á º  -
post-query strategy. In this simulation, the node x?0 ap-
plies a query- Á º strategy. In other words, among the reach-
able nodes in ÈÉ���gx´3�	������ª	�x � � , node x�0 queries a ran-
dom subset of È of size at most Á º . Each node in È is
selected with uniform probability. We call the strategy
post-to-all, query- Á º . Table I shows that it is superior to
the query-all, post-to-all strategy when B
§qC^� · .
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Figure 3 shows the result of a simulation of post-to-all
query-incremental strategy. Among the reachable nodes
in È!�Ê�gx 3 	�������	bx � � , node x 0 queries a random subset of
at most ³ nodes of È , with ³z�A��	�������	���C . Each node inÈ is selected with uniform probability.

A comparative summary of the results of our simula-
tions is presented in Table I. From left to right, columns
are probability of a communication path B , strategy, an
estimator of the success rate, an estimator of the waiting
time Ë¸ « h � u¬ ��`� , and an estimator of the cost Ë� �POQ	�R/ . In
particular, it appears that post-query strategies are more
helpful in dense ad hoc networks when the average de-
gree of a node tends to be relatively high.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have defined post-query strategies as
time dependent post-query protocols that are executed
in rounds. We have created a general methodology for
evaluating the performance and efficiency of service dis-
covery protocols in ad hoc networks. Several interest-
ing problems remain for further investigation. We be-
lieve it is an interesting mathematical challenge to refine
our methodologies and propose optimal strategies. Our
heuristics are under the assumption that all clients are em-
ploying the same probability distribution. What are ap-
propriate heuristics when the number of network nodes
is unknown and clients do not necessarily employ iden-
tical demand probability distributions? A more difficult
problem is what strategies to consider when the demand
distribution used is unknown.
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VIII. APPENDIX: TABLES AND FIGURES

B Strategy Success Waiting time Cost
rate Ë¸ « h � u�¬ �P`� Ë� �POQ	�R/

0.1 Post-to-all Query-all 66 % 4.1 2.3
Post-to-all Query- Á º 40 % 4.6 2.3

Post-to-all Query-incremental 61 % 4.9 2.3
0.25 Post-to-all Query-all 99.6 % 1.8 2.8

Post-to-all Query- Á º 97 % 3 2.6
Post-to-all Query-incremental 99.6 % 3.2 2.5

0.5 Post-to-all Query-all 100 % 1.1 6.2
Post-to-all Query- Á º 100 % 1.3 3.9

Post-to-all Query-incremental 100 % 2.7 2.7
0.75 Post-to-all Query-all 100 % 1.1 13.5

Post-to-all Query- Á º 100 % 1 6.9
Post-to-all Query-incremental 100 % 2.7 2.6

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED PROTOCOLS WITH ÌvÍ~ÎgÏ�Ð�ÑPÎgÏ ��ÒgÑ)ÎgÑ>Ò AND ÎgÏ Ó�Ò .
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Fig. 1. Post-to-all query-to-all strategy with ÌvÍ�ÎgÏ�Ð�Ñ)ÎgÏ ��ÒgÑPÎgÏ ÒgÑ>ÎgÏ Ó�Ò .
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Fig. 2. Post-to-all query- ÔÆÕ strategy with ÌvÍ|ÎgÏ�Ð�Ñ)ÎgÏ ��ÒgÑ>ÎgÏ ÒgÑPÎgÏ Ó�Ò .
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Fig. 3. Query-incremental strategy with ÌvÍ~ÎgÏ�Ð�Ñ>ÎgÏ ��ÒgÑ>ÎgÏ ÒgÑ>ÎgÏ Ó�Ò .




